THE DIAMOND CLUB

The Oklahoma State Softball program has a deep, rich tradition instilled within decades of success, and we are focused on restoring that heritage by preparing our organization for a bright future.

With a new staff and rejuvenated team, this is your opportunity, as fans, to help us achieve that goal and take our program to the next level.

Joining the Cowgirl Softball Diamond Club is a great example of how you can contribute to our future success. Your support will not only help the Cowgirl Softball brand as a whole, but will also further advance and develop the playing experience of our student-athletes. We're ready to get back to the postseason and beyond, and the Cowgirl Softball Diamond Club can put us on that track.

Creating a top-tier program requires loyalty from both sides of the plate, and our team is devoted toward building this group the right way. Our coaches, managers and staff share the same drive and character as our student-athletes, who have been honorably selected to represent the Oklahoma State name in the world of collegiate softball.

With your support, we can continue to improve our program and put Cowgirl Softball back on the map.

GET IN THE GAME

Members of the Diamond Club will receive a number of exclusive benefits for various giving levels. Donations qualify for annual POSSE benefits and Priority Points.

SINGLE: $250+
Includes annual recognition on glass plaque in Cowgirl Stadium, plus Diamond Club e-mail updates and associated POSSE benefits.

DOUBLE: $500+
Includes all of the above benefits, plus OSU Softball media guide.

TRIPLE: $1,000+
Includes all of the above benefits, plus an autographed softball.

HOME RUN: $5,000+
Includes all of the above benefits, plus OSU Coaches Team Polo.

OKC: $10,000+
Includes all of the above benefits, plus a private lunch with the coaching staff.

DIAMOND CLUB GOALS

The Diamond Club will provide Cowgirl Softball the additional funds needed to elevate the program in the following areas...

Nutrition: Providing a first-class player experience includes making sure our team gets the very best nutrition throughout the year. Amenities like our new clubhouse “Fueling Station” will help enhance our performance and establish a standard of excellence.

Recruiting: A comprehensive national recruiting effort requires a great deal of time on the road. In addition, first class on-campus visits provide the experience needed to get student-athletes and their families committed to our vision. This year-round effort is critical as we work to secure the top players from our state and across the country.

Facility Enhancement: Continuing to improve our facilities requires constant maintenance of not only the stadium, but the playing surface and fan amenities, as well.

Team Building: Working to establish a culture inside of a program that incorporates team-driven traditions and activities is a valuable investment in the development of any group, as leadership and pride are built through the player experience.

OUR PURPOSE

To unite Cowgirl Softball supporters, letter-winners and fans who want to see the program grow, with the common goal of supporting current and future players. Your support will help ensure OSU Softball provides our student-athletes with a championship experience.

Our purpose:

“It’s a great feeling to see this program on the path to success. As a team, we want to be the best we can be. We know that we have to keep grinding to be better each day. At the same time, we want to help build a solid foundation for the future of Cowgirl Softball.”

—Tiffany Mikkelson

Mikkelson, a senior from Aliso Viejo, Calif., is currently No. 2 in the Cowgirl Softball record books for career home runs & walks.

“Go Pokes!”

Coach Gajewski

“Go Pokes!”

Head Coach Kenny Gajewski
Please return membership/pledge form to:
Cowgirl Softball • Attn: Diamond Club • OSU Athletics Center
Oklahoma State University • Stillwater, OK 74078
405-744-4655 • 405-744-0321 (fax)

CARDHOLDER SIGNATURE: ______________________________ (signature gives OSU permission to publish your name)

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION LEVELS & BENEFITS

☐ $250+ (SINGLE)
  Fair Market Value=$20

☐ $500+ (DOUBLE)
  FMV=$35

☐ $1,000+ (TRIPLE)
  FMV=$50

☐ $5,000+ (HOME RUN)
  FMV=$100

☐ $10,000+ (OKC)
  FMV=$300

☐ $________ (OTHER AMOUNT)

Donations to the Diamond Club may qualify for a tax deduction. Please consult your tax adviser.

PAYMENT METHOD:
☐ CHECK ENCLOSED (MAKE PAYABLE TO OSU FOUNDATION – SOFTBALL)
☐ BANK DRAFT (OSU FOUNDATION WILL CONTACT YOU WITH BANK DRAFT FORM)
☐ VISA ☐ MASTERCARD ☐ AM EX

CARD NUMBER: ____________________________ EXP: __________

(Please return membership/pledge form to: Cowgirl Softball • Attn: Diamond Club • OSU Athletics Center Oklahoma State University • Stillwater, OK 74078 405-744-4655 • 405-744-0321 (fax)
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Head Coach
Kenny Gajewski